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PART A - (10 x 2 = 20 r.narks)

1. List any four cor.npositecor.nponents used in a bus.

2. Can we join cor.npositesby welding? Justify the answer.

3. List out sor.necor.npositer.naterials used for high ter.nperature applications.

4. What is the r.najor advantage of carbon fibers over glass fibers?

5. Can we use fi.lar.nent wound PMC cylinders to replace steel cylinders for
natural gas transportation?

6. What are the three types of r.netal r.natrix cor.nposites?

7. What is the specific r.nodulus of a polyr.nerfiber with a density of 1.20g/cc and
an elastic r.nodulus of 600 Mpa?

8. What is the use of Halpin- Tsai equation in the r.nicror.nechanicsof cor.nposites?

9. What is therr.nal fatigue of a cor.nposite? Give two exar.nples of cor.nposite
r.naterials subjected to therr.nal fatigue.

10. What is whisker reinforced cor.nposite?



PARTB - (5 x 16 = 80 marks)

11. (a) (i) Explain in detail different types of composites by giving their
properties and applications. (8)

(ii) Give a detailed account of different matrix materials used in the
manufacture of compositematerial. (8)

Or

(b) (i) Explain the effect of surface roughness and wettability of fibre on
the properties of compositematerial. (8)

(ii) Explain in detail interfacial bondingofcomposites. (8)

12. (a) (i) . Give a detailed account of manufacture of glass fibers by giving
their properties and applications,' (8)

(ii) Discuss in detail manufacture ofKevlar fibers. (8)

Or

(b) (i) Discuss in detail manufacture of non oxide fibers by giving their
properties, applications and limitations. (8)

(ii) Explain in detail manufacture of carbon fibers. (8)

13. (a) (i) Discuss with a neat sketch filament winding process for
manufacture of composites. (8)

(ii) Givea detailed accountofhand lay up methodwith a neat sketch. (8)
Or .

(b) (i)

(ii)

Discuss in detail autoclavemethod with a neat sketch. (8)
Explain in detail reaction injection moulding process and give its
limitations and advantages. (8)

14. (a) (i) Derive an expression for the stress-strain relationship for an
anisotropic compositematerial. (8)

(ii) Givea detailed account offailure criteria oforthotropic lamina. (8)

Or

(b) (i) The modulus and tensile strength ofa SMCcompositesare reported
as 15 GPa and 230 Mpa, respectively.Assuming that the density of
the SMC is 1.85 g/cm". Calculate the strength weight for the
composite. (8)

(ii) An aligned fiber 'composites has Vol of 30%. Carbon fibers in a
polycarbonate matrix. The fibers have a diameter of 9,um and
length of 3 mm. If the tensile strength and interface shear strength
of the interface are 4.5Gpa and 14.5Mparespectively.
(1) Calculate the critical fiber length and (4)
(2) Estimate the longitudinal tensile strength of the composite.

Assume the failure stress of the fibers as 35 MFa. (4)
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15. (a) (i) Compare the fatigue behavior of ceramic matrix composites and
steel with S-Ncurves. (8)

(ii) Give a detailed account thermal fatigue behavior ofcomposites. (8)

Or

(b) Give a detailed account of bonded, bolted, bolted and bonded joints used
to manufacture composites. (16)
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